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Our role as coaches is to educate, empower, and help keep you 

accountable to the plans we create together. Change is tough and 

options are plenty, so we have developed the following health and 

fitness system for you to refer back to throughout your training journey. 

Detailed here are the most important factors of sustainable progress. If 

you can say that you are doing the majority of the things in this manual, 

then you are well on your way to achieving your health and fitness goals. 

 

Our core values are what guide our actions as a community. We want 

you to understand that these are the same guiding principles that 

inform our coaching, programming, and decision making when it comes 

to helping you achieve your goals and staying true to our vision. We hold 

ourselves to this mission statement every day and we want you to as 

well. 

 

Most people fall at the first hurdle in their health and fitness journey by 

doing either of the following: 

 

1. Not changing enough and becoming frustrated. 

2. Changing too much all at once and getting burnt out/injured. 

 

It is therefore vitally important to understand straight away that this is a 

process you must trust and stick to. Learning the skills, habits, and 

actions needed to make lasting change in your health and fitness 

journey will take time and patience. 

TRUST THE PROCESS



The Ethos Health + Fitness System
Sys·temˈ - sistəm/ - noun 

1. a set of connected things or parts  

forming a greater whole, 

The Ethos Health and Fitness System is just that; a system. No one 

piece stands alone without affecting another. If nutrition is poor, then 

training will suffer and in turn so will recovery and stress management. 

No matter the goal or current area of focus, the following pages will 

require us to stress the body accurately and recover adequately in 

order to adapt and grow. 

 

For any goal, be it to increase strength, increase muscle mass, or 

decrease fat mass, we must adapt to a stressor placed on our body. 

That stress will come primarily from a well balanced and challenging 

strength and conditioning training program. In turn, we will need to 

recover from this stress in order to adapt and continue to make 

progress towards our goals through adequate and accurate nutrition, 

as well as a realistic approach to stress and recovery. The sole purpose 

of this system is to provide you with the essential knowledge and 

techniques to support your health and fitness goals.  





No matter your starting point or end goal, proper nutrition is the number 

1 key component of taking control of your health and fitness. 

Regardless of the goal, everyone should start from the same baseline 

understanding of food quality. Below you’ll find a break down of both 

food quality and food quantity, followed by 3 specific strategies 

based on the 3 primary fitness goals of strength gain, muscle growth, or 

fat loss. Depending on which of these strategies fits your goal best, the 

guidance given will differ. It is important to know right off the bat that 

you can only work in one of these strategies at a time. If your goal is to 

achieve all 3 results, you will end up achieving none. 

 

Nutrition is the catalyst 

The smallest change that yields the biggest possible result is the 

change made to a nutritional plan. Nutrition is the driver of everything 

downstream. If you’ve ever tried to go to bed after eating a large pizza or 

play sports after only eating a pop tart, you will know that nutrition is the 

key component of both recovery success and training success. We 

start with nutrition in this manual because it is almost certainly the 

most important factor on your road to success and where the 

biggest return for the smallest investments can be made in your health 

and fitness. 

NUTRITION
Introduction



These are guidelines. These are the recommendations we make based 

on how we and others have responded to these changes. For some, 

there may be shades of grey in this plan. Ultimately you make your own 

judgments on these suggestions. This is not a disclaimer. Pop tarts are 

always pop tarts. Broccoli is always broccoli. You decide which one fits 

your goals best. 

 

Food quality 

Before you dive into the following Ethos nutrition guidelines, it is 

important to understand the rationale for their creation and why the 

foods in each list have been selected. It's about food quality. 

Remember not all calories are created equal. 

 

Nutrient density 

Both macronutrients (protein, carbohydrates, fats) and micronutrients 

(vitamins and minerals) have been considered when placing a food in a 

list. The more nutrient dense, the better the list. 

 

Inflammation 

The next consideration made is the inflammatory nature of each food. 

Foods in the satiety lists have been included as they have been proven 

to have little to no inflammatory response in the human body. Those on 

the avoid list have been shown to have a high inflammatory response 

when eaten, leading to gut, joint, and digestion issues.  

Important things to note 



Gut health 

The food we eat sustains our activity and our life. Through the process 

of digestion in the gut (small intestine) nutrients become bioavailable 

(meaning that your body has absorbed the nutrients and can now put 

them to use, rather than just pooping them out) and we use them to live. 

Eating foods that cause gut damage leads to immune system 

breakdown, impairing our ability to recover from activity and also fight 

off disease. Put simply: if you do great work in the gym but eat foods 

that damage your gut, you aren't going to see any gains and will 

eventually get burnt out and/or sick. 

 

Digestion 

Finally, there are certain foods that if consumed, negatively affect the 

digestion of other foods. These items are therefore moved on to the 

avoid list. 

 

When it comes to selecting foods to eat, use and respect these 4 

qualifying criteria of food quality above. If foods you like are culprits 

within any of these criteria, there is likely either a better option in the 

satiety or limit lists, or they are simply not conducive to performance or 

recovery. They, therefore, should be avoided. 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/bioavailability


FOOD LISTS

Satiety 1: Proteins - meat, fowl, fish, seafood, eggs. 

Satiety 2: Carbohydrates - vegetable, roots, tubers, bulbs. 

Satiety 3: Fats - olive, coconut, avocado, animal. 

Satiety 4: Herbs and spices - use the 1 ingredient rule.

SATIETY FOODS

When designing a meal, the below foods are what we call our satiety 

foods. Within these foods, we advise that you eat with ambition and 

eat until you are satiated. Foods included in these categories are 

those that are most dense with nutrients and those that are 

unprocessed. The satiety list offers infinite possibilities for recipes 

and tastes, all whilst supporting a healthy gut and hormone profile in 

addition to supporting your training. 

LIMIT FOODS
Limit: Fat - Nuts 

Limit: Fat - Seeds 

Limit 3: Carbohydrates - Fruits 

Our limit list is comprised of foods that are both nutrient dense and 

calorie dense. Too much of a good thing can be a bad thing. This saying 

is true for nuts, seeds, fruits, sun exposure, hair gel, and holiday 

decorations. 



Avoid 1: Carbohydrates - Grains/Pseudo-grains 

Avoid 2: Protein - Legumes, soy 

Avoid 3: Fat - Vegetable, nut, seed oil 

AVOID FOODS

Our avoid list is comprised of items that are less beneficial than those 

in the above satiety list. Grains and pseudo-grains are typically highly 

processed forms of carbohydrates with lower nutrient content. 

Legumes and soy are more difficult to digest protein options and again 

less nutrient dense than those in our satiety category. Finally, those 

things found in the Avoid 3: Fat list are highly processed, less 

digestible options of fat than those in the satiety list and therefore 

should be avoided. These foods have been shown to detract from both 

recovery and subsequently performance. Their consumption works 

against your efforts in the gym and can be a huge contributing factor to 

slow/limited progress. We, therefore, advise that you steer clear of 

them for better options from the satiety list. 

MAYBE FOODS
       Maybe 1: Dairy              Maybe 2: Oats                Maybe 3: Rice 

The foods found in our "maybe" list can be used depending on your 

goals and YOUR tolerance of these foods. We advise that these foods 

be added back into your diet after eating foods mostly comprised of 

the satiety lists, and then monitored for any adverse effects. 

https://paleofoundation.com/complete-list-of-grains-and-pseudograins/


FOOD QUANTITY
Now we know that food quality is the foundation of any successful 

training program, we will work to identify clear and simple strategies to 

help you with your specific goal by discussing food quantity. Below 

are 3 specific strategies based on the 3 primary fitness goals we 

typically see today. Depending on the category your goal falls into, the 

guidance given will differ. It is important to know right off the bat 

that you can only work in one of these categories at once. If your goal 

is to achieve all 3 results that is ok, but we advise you focus on the 

most important factor first. 

 

Start with the base model 

 

It is advisable to start your nutrition adjustments getting an even mix 

of nutrients and calories from different areas as you adjust to new 

foods. Aim to get an even 1/3 of daily calories from Protein, 

Carbohydrates, and Fat respectively. This is what we call an isocaloric 

approach to macro-nutrients and will help you set a baseline for your 

new habits. From here we will develop more specific 

strategies depending on your goal. During this 2-3 week phase you 

should: 

Eat when you are hungry and until satiated.

Eat 0.8-1g of protein per 1 pound of body weight per day. 

Eat carbohydrates 60-90 minutes before training.  

Drink 50% of your total bodyweight in fluid ounces of water per day. 



When it comes to getting stronger, training output must be supported 

by nutrition and recovery input. Remember, it is not lifting weights that 

makes us strong, it’s recovering well from lifting weights that makes us 

strong. When training for strength, loads are likely high and the volume 

of lifts likely low. The carbohydrate amount required to sustain this 

level of training then isn't that high, but your protein requirement is. 

Carbohydrates help sustain muscles for longer bouts of training. 

Protein helps rebuild muscle tissue after training. So when working to 

gain strength, decrease carbohydrates to 25% of total daily calories 

and increase protein to 45%, leaving fat at 35%. 

NUTRITIONAL PROTOCOL FOR GAINING STRENGTH

NUTRITIONAL PROTOCOL FOR BUILDING MUSCLE 

When training to build muscle,  loads are medium and volume of lifts 

high. The carbohydrate amount required to sustain this level of training 

is greater than that needed to sustain strength goals as training 

sessions will be longer and more demanding for your muscles. 

Carbohydrates help sustain muscles for long bouts of training and 

protein helps rebuild muscle after training, so when training for 

muscular growth and size, you should consider keeping carbohydrates 

and protein high and decreasing your fat intake. We recommend a 

ballpark figure of 50% of daily calorie intake from protein, 30% from 

carbohydrates and 20% from fat. This still provides a plentiful nutrient 

profile whilst prioritizing the right amount of macro-nutrients needed to 

sustain training towards the goal of building muscle. 



When training for fat loss, the key component to consider is creating a 

hypocaloric state. Simply put, this means consuming fewer calories than 

you use. It should be noted that severe calorie restriction is 

counterintuitive and has been proven to negatively effect physical and 

mental performance, and overall health. When creating a calorie deficit, 

a realistic goal is a reduction of 200-300 calories per day. This is not to 

be implemented alone. Training hard burns calories and eating well 

replenishes the systems to help you recover. More training and less 

food is not the recipe for success. Steady, sustainable, and reasonable 

calorie manipulation is the key to fat loss. 

 

In order to maintain a rich nutrient profile, we must continue to consume 

a mixture of protein, carbohydrates, and fat. Yet fat can pack a lot of 

calories into a small mass of food. In order to stay satiated it is 

advisable to get more calories from more food quantity in protein and 

carbohydrates. It is with this in mind that we recommend you reduce fat 

intake when working towards fat loss. Not because fat as a 

macronutrient makes you fat, but purely because your goal is to create a 

hypocaloric state without starving the body. Protein sustains muscle 

quality, the engine for burning fuel; carbohydrates sustain energy output 

and your training; and so fat can be most easily manipulated to create a 

reasonable and realistic calorie deficit. For example, if your 

recommended calorie intake is 2000 calories to maintain your current 

body mass, we recommend reducing calories to 1800 calories; 40% 

from protein, 40% from carbohydrate and 20% from fat. 

NUTRITIONAL PROTOCOL FOR LOSING BODY FAT 



Training here should focus on compound lifts such as deadlifts, squats 

and presses. Select reps and sets that encourage greater load and 

lower volume of total lifts. Nutritionally you should focus on nutrient 

dense foods, eating when hungry and until full. Work to manipulate 

carbohydrate to lower ranges (25% total cals) and focus on greater 

protein intake (45% of daily cals) to support muscle growth and 

recovery, consuming a sensible amount of fat (30% of daily cals) to 

support energy levels, digestion, joint health and a diverse nutrient 

profile . The recovery requirements for this goal between sessions will 

likely be higher due to fatigue and muscle stress, so consider training 2 

days on 2 days off or every other day for best results. Finally, always 

aim for 8 hours of quality sleep per night and work to drink 50% of your 

total body weight in fluid ounces of water per day. 

COMPLETE SAMPLE PROTOCOL FOR GAINING STRENGTH

25% of 
daily cals

DEADLIFT SQUAT PRESS

30% of 
daily cals

45% of 
daily cals

50% of BW 
in fl oz

8 hours of 
sleep

Fewer lifts 
Lower reps 
Higher load



Training should still focus on compound lifts such as deadlift, squat and 

presses, as well as pulling variations such as rows and pull-ups and 

presses in multiple directions. Select rep and set ranges totaling 

between 25-35 reps per exercise. Nutritionally, focus on nutrient dense 

foods, eat when hungry and until full. Manipulate carbohydrate and 

protein to higher ranges to help sustain training and recovery (carbs 

30% daily cals) (protein 50% daily cals). Decreasing your fat intake to 

20% of daily calorie intake will help you select the more necessary 

macronutrients for this goal whilst still providing a diverse nutrient 

profile. When recovering for this goal think “movement is medicine” 

when it comes to overcoming soreness. Use the recovery techniques 

noted in the recovery chapter for guidance. If your goal is to add muscle 

mass, you will have to train often and to an intensity level that requires 

you to adapt. Be sure to plan in rest and recovery days. Always aim for 8 

hours of quality sleep per night and work to drink 50% of your total 

bodyweight in fluid ounces of water per day. 

COMPLETE SAMPLE PROTOCOL FOR BUILDING MUSCLE 

20% of 
daily cals

50% of 
daily cals

30% of 
daily cals

DEADLIFT SQUAT PRESS PUSH-UP ROW CHIN-UP

Focus on 
compound lifts

50% of BW 
in fl oz

8 hours of 
sleep



Training should be made up of multi-joint, compound, strength 

movements requiring large muscle groups to work at once. The more 

muscles that are working, the more energy (calories) they are 

consuming. Select rep and set ranges totaling between 25-35 reps per 

exercise. Nutritionally, the key component to consider is creating a 

hypocaloric state within the body. As fat can pack a lot of calories into 

a small mass of food we recommend you manipulate fat intake to a 

lower range when working towards fat loss. Consider getting 40% of 

daily calories from protein, 40% of daily calories from carbohydrate, 

and 20% of daily calories from fat. When recovering remember 

“movement is medicine” and helps to overcome soreness. See the 

recovery chapter of this manual for techniques. To lose body fat, you 

will have to strength train frequently at a level that creates a 

hypocaloric state. Be sure to plan in rest and recovery days. Eat when 

you are hungry, eat until you are full, and eat from the satiety list. 

Always aim for 8 hours of quality sleep per night and work towards 

drinking 50% of your total bodyweight in fluid ounces of water per day. 

COMPLETE SAMPLE PROTOCOL FOR LOSING BODY FAT

40% of 
daily cals

DEADLIFT SQUAT PRESS

20% of 
daily cals

40% of 
daily cals

50% of BW 
in fl oz

8 hours of 
sleep

25-30 reps 
per exercise

ROW PUSH-UP CHIN-UP SPLIT SQUAT SWING



TRAINING
The Ethos Training System begins by teaching you how to move with 

purpose by mastering the foundational training skills. Don’t confuse 

“foundational” with “easy.” Mastering the foundations of strength 

training takes time, effort, patience, and perseverance. No matter 

your goal, strength training is the linchpin of a sustainable, enjoyable, 

and results-driven training plan. 

OUR SYSTEM

We teach these skills through 3 tiers of coach-led instruction, with a 

clear progression from level to level along the training progress 

continuum that helps you build the confidence and independence 

needed to take charge of your own health and fitness. Depending on 

your goals and needs, one option will likely suit you better. 

Personal Training (PT) 1:1 Semi-Private Training (SPT) 1:3 

Small Group Training (SGT) 1:8 



Depending on your goals, experience level, schedule, and personal 

circumstances you may start your training journey at any point along 

the training progress continuum. Regardless of where you begin your 

journey at Ethos you will have access to this accountability system to 

keep your efforts focused and effective. Your training will be built 

from the same foundational movement library featured in our unique 

Ethos Training System. We expect every member to work towards a 

level of mastery in their training that will allow them to develop the 

knowledge, strength, and confidence to train independently, inspire 

others to start their own strength training journey, and develop skills 

that last a lifetime. This level of mastery is built into our training 

system, our coaching and our community. 

START AT THE BEGINNING



The 4 levels of the Ethos Training System (ETS) has been carefully 

designed to include foundational human movement patterns that 

progress from level to level. It is important to note that our training 

system is not about random acts of variety. Instead, the ETS is about 

addressing movement quality first and works to teach you movement 

competency and mastery before simply doing “more.” Through our 

elite coaching we will educate you in all of these disciplines. 

Remember, we want you to take charge of your health and fitness, so 

we have included sample training plans and templates in this 

manual to help you build your own plans, practice your skills, get 

stronger, and have autonomy in your training journey. 

WHY DO WE USE THESE MOVEMENTS? 



ETS Level 1 Sample 

Training Plan

ETS Level 2 Sample 

Training Plan

ETHOS TRAINING SYSTEM 
LEVEL MASTERY PROGRAMS

To support your training progress we have attached complete training 

plans that will guide you to master the first 3 levels of the Ethos 

Training System level by level. All 3 4-week programs are built 

specifically to help you progress safely and with confidence. 

Depending on your training experience with the kettlebell you may 

start ahead of the level I mastery program. However, you must show 

you can perform all the necessary lifts safely and with control in order 

to pass the graduation criteria in each level. It is also a great idea to 

brush up on foundational movement patterns regularly. Remember our 

core values of prioritizing strength and always being a student that is 

willing to learn. We don't necessarily need to learn new things; we can 

learn to do the vital foundations, better. 

 

Click on the icons to download the complete mastery programs.

ETS Level 3 Sample 

Training Plan

E T H O S F I T . C O ME T H O S  F I T N E S S  +  P E R F O R M A N C E@ E T H O S _ F I T

More information, content, and training guidance cn be 

found at all of the media outlets below.

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/55de4bcee4b09ee347bddfa2/t/5b4a841388251b376ea61047/1531610132079/ETS+Level+2+-+4+week+mastery+-+accountability+handbook+-+ETS+Level+2+-+4+week+mastery.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/55de4bcee4b09ee347bddfa2/t/5b4a833103ce643303fe572c/1531609906099/ETS+Level+1+-+4+week+mastery+-+accountability+handbook+-+ETS+Level+1+-+4+week+mastery.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/55de4bcee4b09ee347bddfa2/t/5b4a833103ce643303fe572c/1531609906099/ETS+Level+1+-+4+week+mastery+-+accountability+handbook+-+ETS+Level+1+-+4+week+mastery.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/55de4bcee4b09ee347bddfa2/t/5b4a841388251b376ea61047/1531610132079/ETS+Level+2+-+4+week+mastery+-+accountability+handbook+-+ETS+Level+2+-+4+week+mastery.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/55de4bcee4b09ee347bddfa2/t/5b4a841388251b376ea61047/1531610132079/ETS+Level+2+-+4+week+mastery+-+accountability+handbook+-+ETS+Level+2+-+4+week+mastery.pdf
http://www.ethosfit.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCCcNwBAgAHNgoFqvljWIhtA
https://www.instagram.com/ethos_fit/


It is important to understand the process of 

progress in training so we can best appreciate, 

prioritize and plan our recovery. 

 

In order to make progress towards any goal, 

we must adapt/change in some way. Whether your 

goal is to increase strength, increase muscle mass, 

or decrease body fat we must put some form of stress on the body to 

give it a reason to adapt. 

 

Just like forging a sword, we must heat and work the metal to change 

its form. The heat and hammering of the metal are forms of stress. 

Cooling and tempering the metal, then, are forms of recovery. This very 

same stress - recover - adapt process is necessary to create change 

in our bodies. 

 

A quick note: Please forget the common connotation of what “stress” 

is in our culture (i.e. “being stressed out”) and accept the following 

definitions as stress: 

 

           "Stress is a response within the body that something is 

happening or anticipating something is going to happen. Stress is 

unavoidable and completely necessary to be a human - it’s what allows 

us to adapt and in turn, survive."

STRESS AND RECOVERY
STRESS

RECOVERADAPT

PROGRESSION



Let's focus on the 2 different most common categories and 

subcategories of stress in our scenario: 

PHYSICAL SOCIAL + PSYCHOLOGICAL
Movement Based 

- Training 

- Sitting 

- Everything in between 

Psychological 

- Big project at work 

- Decision making 

- Parenting 

Nutritional Based 

- Food quality 

- Food quantity 

Social 

- Peer pressure 

- Presenting to 300 people 

Everything Else 

- Getting sick or injured 

- Screens and other stimulants 

- Being too hot/cold 

- Traffic 

From the categories of stress above we know what kinds of stress 

are going to get us closer towards our fitness goals  (accurate 

training and proper nutrition). So in an ideal scenario, the greatest 

percentage of our stress would come from changes to our nutrition 

and training plans. If we get it right and recover well we will make 

progress. Awesome! At this point, it is easy to think that if we just pile 

on more training and eat more food, things will go great? Well, 

probably not. 

TYPES OF STRESS



DOSE OF STRESS
Our Bucket 

Everyone has a bucket that gets filled by stress. This bucket has a 

finite amount of space in it (the max amount of total stress you can 

handle). This bucket gets filled and emptied based on a few things. 

The bucket gets filled by all the different kinds of stress you 

experience (physical, psychological and social). The bucket gets 

emptied based on how well you can shut those stress faucets off 

and allow it to empty (e.g. recover, then adapt).



The Rocks 

 

Realistically speaking, there is stress we can and can’t avoid. Like we 

said earlier, it would be awesome if we could just pile on more training 

and more eating to get us towards our goals - but there are other 

things like family, friends, and work. that fill up our bucket, i.e. 

unavoidable stress. This comes generally in the form of psychological 

and social stress. So in our bucket analogy - our unavoidable 

stressors are "rocks". 

The Faucets 

 

Luckily there are some types of stress that are within our control - 

generally, our physical stress. In our bucket analogy, these are the 

faucets that pour into the remainder of the bucket. We can control 

the quality and quantity of the training and nutrition that 

fills our bucket. 

The Drain 

 

This is how well we can cope, endure, and recover from the different 

types of stress. We’ll talk about this some more a little later. 

Key Concepts 

 

Everyone’s bucket is different. Some people have big buckets and 

some people have small buckets. Some people have big rocks and 

some people have little rocks. Some people are awesome at draining 

their bucket and some people suck at it.  

MENTAL PHYSICAL SOCIAL



YOUR PERSONAL DOSE OF STRESS
No matter the type or size of your rocks, size of your bucket, or 

efficiency of your drain, you don’t want everything to overflow. When 

your bucket is constantly filled or overflowing you are delivering too 

much total stress to the system. This is when our body is in that "oh 

sh#t" mode, clinging on for dear life to just get by, or worse; getting 

sick and injured. 

On the flip side, we need to fill that bucket some. It should make sense 

that if we don’t train and challenge our body, it is not going to adapt and 

make the changes we want. 

 

So we need to find that ‘Sweet Spot’ zone of stress - enough to demand 

change from the body, but not so much that it’s suffocating. 



Build a bigger bucket by getting 

stronger 

 

Training is the act of progressively 

enduring, recovering, and building 

from physical stress. If you can do 

this consistently for an extended 

period of time - you will build a bigger 

bucket. 

WHAT CAN YOU DO IF YOUR BUCKET IS ALWAYS FULL? 

 

1. Getting 7-9 hours of QUALITY sleep. 

2. Spending time outdoors and in the 

sun 

3. Quality nutrition + hydration 

4. Light activity throughout the day 

5. Joint CAR's 

6. Go for an easy walk, bike ride, etc. 

7. Low intensity training session 

8. Stretching 

9. Breathing & mindfulness drills  

10. Meditation 

11. Passive soft tissue work 

12. Getting a massage 

13. Taking a 30-60 min nap 

 

Build a bigger drain for your bucket by practicing sound recovery 

techniques



Have smaller rocks by 

removing some unnecessary 

stressors such as: 

 

1. Alcohol 

2. Poor quality nutrition  

3. Poor posture for a long time 

4. Excess screen time/exposure 

5. Excess caffeine/stimulants

Doing these things on a regular basis will make you better equipped 

to deal with useful stressors,  in turn giving you the best possible 

chance of achieving your health and fitness goals. We advise the 

smallest possible change biggest - possible result method first 

when attempting to change, replace or add a new technique to 

your repertoire. This means identifying in your specific circumstances 

the change that is both the most necessary and the most likely to stick. 

If you try and change everything all at once you will ultimately run out of 

gas and not know which of the things you changed worked or didn't 

work, leaving you back at square one with a tiny bucket overflowing with 

rocks and a broken drain.



FINAL THOUGHTS
Exercise, nutrition, stress, and recovery must all be considered when 

attempting to make positive health and fitness changes. The 

information detailed in these pages has been boiled down into the most 

useful and easy to follow guidance possible. In every category, you can 

easily go deeper into the science and evidence behind all of the details. 

However, we are looking to make the smallest possible changes that 

yield the biggest possible results, developing habits from incremental 

and consistent changes over time. Health and Fitness doesn't have to 

be complicated or overwhelming. This is not a prescription for a crash 

diet or crazy workout routine. Instead, this manual aims to give you 

information and guidelines to help you think critically about your health 

and fitness choices and whether those choices match with your goals. 

If you can say that you are doing the majority of the things detailed in 

this manual specific to your goal, then you are likely well on your way to 

achieving it. 

 

In strength, 

 

Team Ethos

Other helpful links
Click here to download our helpful goal setting and tracking

worksheet

Click here to download Myfitnesspal to help track and log your

food and calorie intake 

Click here to download Sleep-cycle to help track your sleep and

recovery and support your goals

Click here to download Headspace to aid with your recovery and

mindfulness in your training

http://ethosfit.com/s/Process-Goals-mngc.xlsx
http://ethosfit.com/s/Process-Goals-mngc.xlsx
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/myfitnesspal/id341232718?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/myfitnesspal/id341232718?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/sleep-cycle-alarm-clock/id320606217?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/sleep-cycle-alarm-clock/id320606217?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/headspace-meditation/id493145008?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/headspace-meditation/id493145008?mt=8

